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Into the Unknown: Exploration of Search Engines’
Responses to Users with Depression and Anxiety

ASHLEE MILTON∗, GroupLens, Department of Computer Science, University of Minnesota, USA

MARIA SOLEDAD PERA†, Web Information Systems, TU Delft, The Netherlands

Researchers worldwide have explored the behavioral nuances that emerge from interactions of individuals
afflicted by mental health disorders (MHD) with persuasive technologies, mainly social media. Yet, there is a
gap in the analysis pertaining to a persuasive technology that is part of their everyday lives: web search en-
gines (SE). Each day, users with MHD embark on information seeking journeys using popular SE, like Google
or Bing. Every step of the search process for better or worse has the potential to influence a searcher’s mindset.
In this work, we empirically investigate what subliminal stimulus SE present to these vulnerable individuals
during their searches. For this, we use synthetic queries to produce associated query suggestions and search
engine results pages. Then we infer the subliminal stimulus present in text from SE, i.e., query suggestions,
snippets, and web resources. Findings from our empirical analysis reveal that the subliminal stimulus dis-
played by SE at different stages of the information seeking process differ between MHD searchers and our
control group composed of “average” SE users. Outcomes from this work showcase open problems related to
query suggestions, search engine result pages, and ranking that the information retrieval community needs
to address so that SE can better support individuals with MHD.

CCS Concepts: • Social and professional topics→ User characteristics; • Information systems→ Senti-

ment analysis; Web searching and information discovery;
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1 INTRODUCTION

Persuasive technologies, embedded into almost every facet of our lives, are designed to influence
the behaviors or attitudes of individuals [28]. Nevertheless, not everyone is swayed by persuasive
technologies in the same manner. Consider individuals suffering from mental health disorders

(MHD), such as schizophrenia or bipolar disorder. Their rational decision-making is inhibited by
their emotional states [85], causing them to be more susceptible to persuasion than individuals
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25:2 A. Milton and M. S. Pera

Fig. 1. Snapshot of Google’s results retrieved for the query “waste of space” (retrieved June 2021).

not ailed with a MHD. This seems to imply that the manner in which MHD users would interact
with and be affected by persuasive technologies differently. With mental illness being a persistent
issue [2]—as per the National Institute of Mental Health, one in five adults in the United States
suffers from a MHD [63]—it is imperative to identify and understand the consequences that might
unknowingly occur when people suffering from MHD engage with persuasive technologies.

Web search engines (SE) are a ubiquitous persuasive technology, yet there is little information
regarding how MHD users engage with them. See a snapshot of the results retrieved by Google for
the query “waste of space,” a phrase many people with depression may state or think, in Figure 1.
The snippets include phrases like “worthless person,” “he’s a complete waste of space,” “fat bastard,”
and “I’m just a waste of space.” It would not be surprising for someone battling a MHD to be
blindsided by and feel distressed by such phrases appearing in response to their search. With
millions of individuals turning to SE regularly [1, 21], searchers suffering from MHD are a large
population. This makes it crucial to investigate how this diverse user group interacts with and
is potentially impacted by SE, as that will reveal knowledge gaps that the information retrieval
community must address so that SE can better respond to users with MHD.

Scrutinizing SE behaviors when responding to MHD users is a complex issue, as individu-
als with MHD are particularly sensitive to both internal and external emotions [5]. To set the
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foundation for understanding this concern, we focus on an algorithmic perspective as a starting
point. We conduct an empirical exploration of SE functionality using a subliminal stimuli lens,
where subliminal stimuli is an amalgamation of both affect1 and MHD indicators. Specifically, we
examine the subliminal stimuli present in text during each stage of the information seeking pro-

cess (ISP), as defined by Kuhlthau [41], where users engage with SE. The ISP consists of six stages:
initiation (lack of knowledge), selection (topic identification), exploration (gathering information),
formulation (evaluating information), collection (information found), and presentation (complet-
ing the search). By examining all stages that prompt SE response, we form a well-rounded view of
this process. We align each ISP stage to a specific SE functionality: (i) query suggestions (QS): se-
lection; (ii) search engine results pages (SERP): exploration and formulation; and (iii) retrieved

resources (RR): collection and presentation. To characterize the users who prompt these algorith-
mic responses, we examine the affect and MHD indicators present in users queries: initiation. As a
counterpoint to help us recognize whether subliminal stimuli from SE is biased for the population
under study, or just the result of typical algorithm behavior, we scrutinize the affect and MHD
indicators inferred from queries and subsequent SE responses to traditional searchers, which we
treat as our control group.

To manage scope, we center our study on adults who perform online inquiry tasks in English

using popular commercial SE (Google and Bing), as they are mainstream among English speakers.
In the context of this work, we assume searchers to be presumably based in the United States,
as data collection took place with in a United States settings. Of note, a large portion of United
States adults suffers from a MHD (46.6 million in 2017 [63]). Further, it is well documented that
the degree to which subliminal language influences users with MHD depends on the kind of MHD
they have [6, 51, 54, 66]. To not overgeneralize, we only examine depression and/or anxiety.2

With this work, we do not study MHD users themselves, i.e., how they perceive and react to
stimulus inadvertently produced by SE. Instead, we focus on algorithmic functionality and aim to
establish a foundation on how SE respond on a subliminal level to users with MHD during their
information seeking journey. To guide our exploration, we define two research questions:

RQ1 What subliminal stimulus do SE responses project directly onto users with MHD?
RQ2 How do subliminal stimulus of SE responses indirectly change through the ISP for MHD

users?

For analysis purposes, access to text samples that capture ISP interactions that represent MHD
and control group searchers, i.e., query suggestions, snippets, and web resources, is vital. Unfortu-
nately, large-scale query logs from commercial SE are rarely accessible for research. To further com-
plicate the issue of data, interactions with SE from people with MHD are not available. For these
reasons, we allocated research efforts to build synthetic datasets. To do so, we turn to Reddit and
Yahoo Webscope. With these corpora, we generate datasets that imitate the interactions of MHD
users (and the control group) with SE. We then examine these datasets to gauge SE reactions to
traditional and MHD searchers using lexicon- and machine learning–based techniques [49, 59, 72].

The contributions of this work include the following: (i) generating subliminal profiles of SE
responding to interactions with MHD users; (ii) creating three domain-specific lexicons, based on
social media posts as well as psychological surveys for depression and anxiety; and (iii) offering
an in-depth look at the current state of SE responses to MHD searchers through the comparison
of system-user interactions generated by MHD and control users while highlighting limitations
of popular SE and implications informing future research. The presented analysis could serve as

1We use the psychology view of affect: “any experience of feeling or emotion” [4].
2From here onward, whenever we state MHD, we refer to depression and/or anxiety.
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25:4 A. Milton and M. S. Pera

a framework for future research on this subject from different perspectives, expanding the knowl-
edge of the subliminal stimulus users with MHD face when interacting with SE. Implications of this
work could extend into a variety of areas, e.g., examining whether lessons learned from this work
apply internationally, as MHD present themselves and are dealt with differently among varying
languages and cultures. Mental illnesses are also prominent among younger populations, particu-
larly teens with depression and anxiety. Thus, our investigation can help frame further inquiries
into the problems when focused on this audience.

2 RELATED WORK

MHD are a prevalent concern, one that has received attention from researchers and practitioners
alike [20, 38, 67, 86]. This is also evident in the discussions and works presented at ongoing work-
shops, such as eRisk and CLPsych, and at prominent venues, like CLEF and ACL [22, 53, 64, 94].
The common denominator among existing literature is that it is based on how people with MHD
turn to technology or how interactions with technology can be used to reveal MHD-related as-
pects (e.g., depression detection on social media [45, 71]) but not how technology influences them,
which is the focal point of this work. In the rest of this section, we discuss the background and
related literature that contextualize our research endeavors.

2.1 MHD and Social Media

From a persuasive technology perspective, MHD literature centers on the social media domain.
Mainly, the ability to identify users with depression from social media posts [18, 24, 25, 69, 73,
82]. Depressed users have not been the only ones considered. Researchers have also studied the
linguistic qualities of social media posts by users with other MHD, such as schizophrenia [15],
depression, anorexia, self-harm, and post-traumatic stress disorder [68]. Findings from research
conducted in previous literature are the result of examining the text of social media posts (primarily
the vocabulary, syntax, and linguistic style of posts), the interactions made by MHD individuals
with the platforms themselves (e.g., the number of posts and retweets) [77, 84], as well as the
trends in interactions of MHD users with other social media users (e.g., who users talk to and how
often) [68, 84]. In an attempt to detect the state of mind of social media users, several researchers
have also examined the tendencies and linguistic styles of users with MHD. An in-depth overview
of current research efforts allocated to achieve this goal can be found in the recent survey by Ríssola
et al. [70], where the authors summarize the many computation methods that have been developed
to detect a social media user’s state of mind. While there has been progress in understanding MHD
in social media, our work spotlights SE.

2.2 MHD and SE Interactions

Research exploring the relationship between MHD and SE is in its infancy. From a user perspec-
tive, Campbell et al. [17] discuss the help-seeking behavior of users with MHD, i.e., searchers
looking for resources to understand and help with MHD. Zhu et al. [93], however, use query logs
from a university webserver to predict users suffering from depression. Similarly, Zaman et al.
[90] identify searchers with self-esteem issues from user-provided Google search histories. Birn-
baum et al. [15] have contemplated the feasibility of detecting the early onset of MHD from query
logs. Instead, Xu et al. [87] turn to query logs to evaluate the degree to which mood influences
users’ interactions with SE. While not focused on MHD, Moshfeghi and Jose [58] bring up a point
often overlooked when scrutinizing query logs for MHD-related tasks: query logs capture user
interactions but do not provide specific search tasks. This is a limitation, as depending on the
search task or the specific intentions of a user when conducting a search, different emotions can
be experienced at varying levels. Since March 2020, the world has been amid a global pandemic
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(i.e., COVID-19). This has prompted researchers to study if and how search trends for mental
health have changed [7, 36]. Outcomes reveal that mental health queries are more prevalent now,
evidencing the need for explorations such as the one we present in this work.

2.3 MHD and the Information Seeking Process

Interactions of both traditional and non-traditional users with SE at different ISP stages have been
widely explored. Representative research works include those by Chelaru et al. [19], who investi-
gate the sentiment present in queries but do not consider emotions. Azpiazu et al. [8] and Locke
et al. [48] respond to the QS needs of children and domain experts, respectively. However, there is
a gap in QS research related to users with MHD. As for SERP, the work of Zhang et al. [92] utilize
visual aspects of SERP to estimate the relevance of a resource, whereas Ling et al. [46] use ensemble
models to predict ad click-through rates on SERP. The works of Gossen [29] and Morris et al. [57]
center on children and dyslexic persons’ experiences with SERP. Regardless of the ISP stage, we
note that there is a lack of literature pertaining to affectitve analysis and representation of MHD
users. Few existing initiatives in this area include the work by Till et al. [80], who investigate the
differences that have appeared in web page contents related to the topic of suicide over the past
five years but do not consider the affect expressed in the resources. Kazai et al. [39] and Demar-
tini and Siersdorfer [26] investigate the emotions, sentiments, and opinions emerging from web
resources, yet only in response to queries formulated by traditional users. Additionally, Landoni
et al. [42] explore SERP and emotions, but in their case the population under study are children.

In short, previous works on MHD and SE have investigated user interactions from the perspec-
tive of help-seeking, self-esteem, and mood. However, none study the search systems themselves
to ascertain the potential alterations SE responses have on the mental well-being of users with
MHD. Although the works we discuss in this section highlight SE functionality or affective re-
sponses at each ISP stage, none directly studies the comprehensive subliminal stimulus responses
of different SE functionality for MHD individuals. We take a first step toward understanding the
gaps we see in the literature regarding the information seeking journey of MHD searchers to deter-
mine what stimuli are being pushed onto users with MHD who are already struggling with their
own emotions.

3 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

Here we describe the experimental setup of the study conducted to answer our research questions.

3.1 Data Collection

Query logs from mainstream SE are seldom available for research and, to the best of our knowledge,
non-existent when specifically capturing interactions initiated by MHD users. Consequently, to
enable exploration of subliminal stimulus when SE respond to MHD users, we first need to gather
data that while synthetic still exemplifies MHD searchers’ interactions with SE. Reddit is the go-
to source of mental health data for research in the social media space and has been for many
years [23, 25, 50, 61, 68]. This prompted us to turn to Reddit for our exploration.

To transform Reddit posts into synthetic queries, we emulate the text processing steps com-
mon in social media explorations pertaining to mental health that often depend on examining
terms and phrases in the quest for terms related to MHD.3 In particular, we use the framework
outlined by De Choudhury et al. [24] to isolate from social media data phrases common among

3Note that much like in similar works in the social media realm, we do not perform verification of users’ diagnosis with
depression or anxiety. We simply try to emulate the vocabulary that MHD searchers could be used to initiate an online
inquiry, as opposed to determining their diagnostic status.
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25:6 A. Milton and M. S. Pera

Fig. 2. Structure of the stimulus vector representing each text sample.

individuals affected by depression. In our case, we instead recognize phrases containing terminol-
ogy potentially used by MHD searchers that can serve as a proxy for search queries. For this, we
extract from Reddit posts related to the topics of MHD and use phrases extracted from these posts
as our queries. Reddit offers several subReddits for people with MHD so the subReddit’s posts
capture the language and topics used by MHD users in an online forum environment. Specifi-
cally, we use 2,600 posts extracted from 10 subreddits: r/AnxietyDepression, r/Anxiety, r/Depression,
r/DepressionHelp, r/MentalHealth, r/SocialAnxiety, r/OffMyChest, r/SelfHarm, r/MentalHealth, and
r/SuicideWatch. This results in 4,418 synthetic queries: Twelve hundred unigrams and the remain-
ing n-grams, mimicking the distribution of unigrams and n-grams of our control sample discussed
later in this section.

We use these generated queries to mimic users’ interactions with SE and elicit responses, result-
ing in text samples representing QS, SERP,4 and RR for Google5 and Bing6 using their respective
API.7 For data gathering purposes, we only record the first SERP, as users do not often go past
the first page when looking at search results [75]. Further, for each web resource on a SERP, we
extract its title, snippet, and full web content. It is important to note that we do not have access to
user-system interactions, i.e., click-through data, which is why we exclude this information from
our analysis.

As part of our analysis, we also examine interactions from traditional users, who we treat as
a control group. Thus, we need data capturing their interactions. In this case, we use a sample
of 4,458 queries made available for research purposes by Yahoo Webscope’s [89]: One thousand
two hundred and eleven unigrams and the remaining n-grams. We use these queries to gener-
ate the appropriate text samples, following the same data gathering procedure outlined for MHD
searchers.

3.2 Establishing Stimulus Vectors

To characterize the subliminal stimulus expressed by SE, we explore the text samples (e.g., query
suggestions, resource titles, snippets, and web page content) gathered for both MHD and control
group users from different perspectives: (i) intensity of affect, (ii) prominence of MHD terminol-
ogy, and (iii) evidence of MHD. For each text sample, we create a stimulus vector, illustrated in
Figure 2, which serves as a representation of the affect and MHD indicators and accounts for each
aforementioned perspective in the corresponding text sample.

4We treat title and snippets on SERP as snippets and refer to them as such.
5https://developers.google.com/custom-search.
6https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/bing/apis/bing-web-search-api.
7Both APIs were set up to not collect personal data. Further, data collections was done from the same IP and location.
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3.2.1 Intensity of Affect. Lexicons are a starting point for discerning affective language in text
samples; they are commonly used in the social media domain for analysis of MHD [24]. The ones
most relevant to our study are those specific to sentiment and emotion. Following the framework
presented by Kazai et al. [39], which represents the sentiments and emotions emerging from text
samples as a distribution of intensity scores, we create an affect intensity vector depicting the affect
distribution of text samples. For sentiment, we use SentiWordNet [9]. In this lexicon, sentiment
is depicted as Positive, Negative, and Objective. For emotion identification, we use Emotion
Intensity Lexicon [72], a lexicon that characterizes words as vectors of Anger, Anticipation,
Disgust, Fear, Joy, Sadness, Surprise, and Trust. Both lexicons represent the affects of a word
on a scale of 0 to 100, with 100 indicating a word is evocative of a given affect. To produce the
affect intensity vector of a text sample, we average the affective scores for each of its words.

3.2.2 Prominence of MHD. The terminology that MHD individuals both use and respond to
is noticeably different than that of traditional users [13]. Thus, we investigate the prominence
of terms commonly associated with MHD in text samples, i.e., the frequency of domain-specific
terminology in text samples. For depression-related terms, we combine the 899 terms described in
Reference [49] into a single lexicon we refer to as Depression-Forum.

To our knowledge, there are no domain-specific lexicons for anxiety. Consequently, we adopt
the procedure outlined by De Choudhury et al. [24] for building a depression lexicon, which relies
on the pointwise mutual information and log likelihood ratio of bigrams (generated with a regex)
on Yahoo Answer! posts related to topics of mental health to build a lexicon for anxiety. In our
case, we use the Reddit data collected by the authors of Reference [76] over a three-month period
in 2017 from the subReddits r/Anxiety, r/SocialAnxiety, and r/PanicParty for lexicon generation.
To remove frequent terms (based on TF-IDF) that overlap with those identified to be part of the
lexicon, we use a subset of 1.6 million Wikipedia articles (unlike the full Wikipedia originally used
in Reference [24]). Further, given our interest in terms related to anxiety, we use the regex “anx*”
for bigram generation. This results in our Anxiety-Forum lexicon, which contains 79 terms.

Our depression and anxiety lexicons are constructed from social media posts and thus may over-
look formal terms that psychologists would consider in MHD diagnosis. With that in mind, we
construct two new lexicons, one for depression and another for anxiety, composed of terminology
inferred from several psychological assessments: (1) State Worry Questionnaire [79], (2) Liebowitz
Social Anxiety Scale [44], (3) Hamilton Anxiety Rating Scale [32], (4) Anxiety Symptoms
Questionnaire [10], (5) Generalized Anxiety Disorder Screening Tool [62], (6) Beck’s Depres-
sion Inventory [11], (7) Patient Health Questionnaire-9 [78], (8) Hamilton Depression Rating
Scale [33], (9) Montgomery and Åsberg Depression Rating Scale [56], (10) EQ-5D [35], and (11) Di-
agnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders [5].

These assessments represent a range of diagnostic tools used by medical professionals, e.g., doc-
tors, counselors, or psychologists, to determine if a patient is suffering from depression and/or
anxiety. While these assessments vary greatly in age, all are still used by mental health profes-
sionals for the assessment of patients [43]. Each assessment is composed of statements to which
a patient will respond using a scale, usually either how much they agree or how frequent they ex-
perience what a statement portrays. As these statements contain language meant to resonate with
people with MHD, we depend upon an impartial assessor to identify and extract the most frequent
keywords in the assessments related to each MHD. This yields two lexicons: Depression-Survey
containing 47 terms and Anxiety-Survey, comprising 17 terms.

Using the aforementioned lexicons, we generate for each text sample a Prominence vector, com-
posed of the four scores, one for each lexicon. Each score is a proportion of the total number
of words in the corresponding lexicon that are in a text sample over the total number of words
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25:8 A. Milton and M. S. Pera

(including stop words) in the sample. The denominator acts as a normalization factor to ensure
that text sample length does not influence score computation.

3.2.3 Evidence of MHD. Contemplate the statement “I will never be happy again.” From the
individual keywords, one could assess it to be “happy” in tone. Yet, associating “never” to other
keywords in the phrase reveals the real tone of the phrase: sadness. Further, “I” is prefacing a
negative emotion. This is a linguistic style commonly seen among depressed individuals who are
known to frequently use self-referencing statements with negative emotions. When examining
terms in isolation, it is possible to miss nuances emerging by considering text as a whole. With
this in mind, we explore text samples from a holistic standpoint. For this purpose, we adopt the
mental health multi-class classification strategy introduced by Murarka et al. [59]. This strategy
utilizes a RoBERTa model [47] that explores a text (specifically the title and body of Reddit posts)
as a whole to determine the likelihood of said text conveying the writing patterns of individuals
affected by anxiety, depression, ADHD, PTSD, or bipolar.

We adapt the strategy in Reference [59] to act as a binary classifier, as we are only interested
in determining if a SE response is indicative of MHD, as per our definition. Additionally, we alter
the manner in which text is cleaned as we augment original text processing by removing special
characters, expanding contractions, and correcting misspelled words. We train the adapted strat-
egy using the same libraries, parameters, and data as in Reference [59].8 Using the trained model,
we create an MHD Evidence vector for each text sample. This vector captures the probability dis-
tribution for each class, Disorder or Neutral, in the range of 0 to 100; the closest to 100 the more
indicative of the respective class.

3.3 Generating Subliminal Stimulus Profiles of SE

The stimulus vectors of text samples provide insights into the individual samples but not SE re-
sponses in general, which is the goal of our study. Thus, we combine the aforementioned vectors
for a given ISP stage into a single subliminal stimulus profile that serves as a snapshot of the affect
and MHD indicators presented to searchers as a result of their interactions with the SE.

We first create an overall profile by aggregating all the text sample vectors that correspond to
an ISP stage. Aware that text samples can appear more than once over several queries when SE
respond to users, we also build a by-query profile, which first groups text sample vectors by the
query that initiates their generation and averages them; this is followed by aggregating the per
query vectors. The overall and by-query profiles provide a combined view of SE functionally, but
we are also interested in whether rank plays a role in subliminal stimuli. We know that users
pay attention to the order in which information is presented and this order can influence users’
interactions [37]. This leads us to create a rank-1 profile. In this case, we average the first ranked
text sample vector for each query used to generate SE results.

Example. To illustrate the generation of each profile, suppose we have data containing the text
samples for the queries “apple” and “orange” and we are considering SE functionality QS. A visual
representation of this example can be seen in Figure 3. For an overall profile, we would take every
QS text sample vector produced in response to “apple” and “orange” and average them together,
resulting in the profile for QS. To create the query-based profile, we would first average all the QS
sample vectors for just “apple” and then do the same for “orange,” which would result in two per

8For training purposes, we use text samples truncated to 512 tokens for 10 epochs using an Adam optimizer with a learning
rate of 0.00001 and a dropout layer with a 0.3 probability implemented with the libraries PyTorch and Huggingface. We
empirically verified that the model yields a 97% accuracy for classification, which is why we deem it applicable for our
task.

ACM Transactions on the Web, Vol. 17, No. 4, Article 25. Publication date: July 2023.
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Fig. 3. Representation of the aggregation strategies for generating subliminal stimulus profiles. The green
and italicized QS are in response to “Apple” and the orange and bold QS are in response to “Orange.”

query vectors. These two vectors would then be averaged together generating the query-based
profile for QS. In our example query log, let us assume each query has three QS associated with
it. When constructing the rank-1 profile for QS, we would take the first ranked QS sample vector
responding to both “apple” and “orange” and average them, generating the rank-1 profile for QS.

3.4 Generating Datasets and Associated Subliminal Stimulus Profiles

We use the text samples collected in Section 3.1 to construct the datasets and the corresponding
stimulus profiles that are key to the analysis we conduct to understand how SE respond to MHD
searchers (Section 4). Each dataset encompasses the responses an SE presents to a particular user
group at a given stage of the ISP. With this in mind, we generate datasets that account for all
possible combinations of user group, SE, and ISP stage: {MHD (M), Control (C)}–{Google (G),

and Bing (B)}–{Q, QS, SERP, RR}. For example, M-G-QS is the dataset containing text samples
from Google’s QS resulting from synthetic queries emulating those belonging to MHD searchers.

From each of the resulting datasets, we create the respective subliminal stimulus profiles, as
described in Section 3.3. In naming these profiles, we use the same naming convention we used for
the datasets: {M, C}–{G, B}–{Q, QS, SERP, RR}–{Overall (O), By-Query (BQ), Rank-1 (R1)}. For
example, M-G-QS-O refers to the stimulus profile obtained using dataset M-G-QS, i.e., the stimulus
inferred from query suggestions generated by Google in response to (synthetic) queries formulated
by MHD searchers.

3.5 Tests of Statistical Significance

To understand the stimulus SE convey to users with MHD, we compare and contrast in Section 4
the various pairs of subliminal profiles described in Section 3.4, i.e., M-G-QS-O vs. C-G-QS-O, M-B-
SERP-R1 vs. M-B-RR-R1, and so on. We use a two-tailed t-test with a Bonferroni correction (with
α = 0.01 and α = 0.05; N = 15, which is the number of vector components) to indicate changes in
stimulus across pairs of profiles that are statistically significant.

4 EXPERIMENTS AND ANALYSIS

To answer our research questions, we conduct in-depth analysis and share subsequent findings
from our experiments. We explore SE responses at each of the main ISP stages, as well as the stabil-
ity in stimuli across different stages of the information seeking journey, e.g., queries to query sug-
gestions. When pertinent, we compare the subliminal stimulus of SE responses to MHD searchers
with those presented to the control group, offering further insights into the affect and MHD indi-
cators MHD searchers are subjected to.
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Fig. 4. Subliminal stimulus trends between overall and rank-1 aggregation profiles for QS, SERP, and RR for
Google and Bing. Trends lines in blue (top) refer to MHD searchers, orange (bottom) is the control group.
Green points (left) refer to overall profiles, and red (right) is rank-1.

4.1 RQ1: What Subliminal Stimulus Do SE Responses Project Directly onto Users with
MHD?

To depict the affect SE project to MHD users, who are known to be easily influenced by external
stimuli [5], we explore what subliminal stimuli SE directly convey to MHD searchers through QS,
SERP, and RR. We aim to identify the subliminal stimuli exhibited by the profiles themselves and
determine whether the manner in which profiles are produced impact the observed stimuli. To do
so, we turn to the profiles inferred from each of the profiles introduced in Section 3.4 (excluding
query profiles), which we examine from diverse perspectives. We showcase trends, that is, fluc-
tuations in the stimulus profiles across affect and MHD indicators, observed when aggregating
stimulus profiles of text samples overall and rank-1 on each ISP stage in Figure 4.
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Table 1. Subliminal Stimuli Profiles of QS Generated by Google

Blue indicates significant differences between MHD profiles and their corresponding control counterparts (p < 0.01);
bold (p < 0.05).

4.1.1 The Implicit Stimuli in Query Suggestions. As the first SE response that MHD users en-
counter in their information seeking journey, QS have the ability to change the direction of a search
session by offering other queries and thus different information [27]. We first dissect Google’s QS
profiles in Table 1, i.e., M-G-QS-O, M-G-QS-BQ, and M-G-QS-R1. When considering the Intensity

vector in all three profiles, Negative is always higher than Positive; Anticipation, Fear, Joy,
Sadness, and Trust are higher than the remaining emotions in the Emotion vector. Even though
we expected some of the high scores in the Emotion vector—by nature of the emotions often associ-
ated with MHD, like sadness and fear—two stimuli stood out: Joy and Trust. To inspect what could
cause these stimuli to be so high, we look at some QS for which their corresponding individual
profiles also display high scores for the stimulus in question. We noted among these QS samples
the presence of terms like “truth,” “love,” and “compassion” (high Trust), as well as “happiness,”
“cheerful,” and “wonder” (high Joy). While these terms can be used by individuals who have MHD,
they are usually prefaced by negating words, like “not” or “never,” changing the context of the in-
tended connotation of these phrases. For example, “cheerful” would appear very joyful, but “never
cheerful” has quite a sad connotation. The unexpected high scores for Trust and Joy, coupled
with the high Negative score, lead us to believe that the word independent assumption of the
approach used to build the Intensity vectors is the culprit for the high scores for upbeat emotions
and therefore these scores may misrepresent the stimulus conveyed by the SE. On all three profiles
Depression-Forum and Anxiety-Forum scores are noticeably higher than Depression-Survey
and Anxiety-Survey. Regardless of the lexicon used, depression terminology is the most promi-
nent. It is worth noting that the survey-based lexicons have fewer terms than the forum-based
ones and that depression lexicons are richer than their anxiety counterparts, which could explain
higher overall scores in Forum than Survey and Depression than Anxiety. Surprisingly, when prob-
ing Evidence vectors in the QS profiles, Disorder is lower than Neutral, hinting at writing patterns
associated with MHD users not being prominent among QS.

Despite their similitude, there are some peculiarities distinguishing profile score distributions
across aggregation strategies. The profile capturing stimuli of the top QS (i.e., M-G-QS-R1) portrays
significantly higher scores for Negative, Fear, Sadness, Trust, Disorder, and Neutral when
compared to M-G-QS-O as well as Fear, Disorder, and Neutral when contested with M-G-QS-
BQ. Moreover, Disorder in M-G-QS-R1 is higher than its counterparts on the profiles generated
using the two other aggregations emphasizing that among the QS presented to a searcher, the very
first one is in fact the one tied more closely to MHD than any of the others.

To contextualize the observations we have made thus far, we consider the profiles of the con-
trol group, C-G-QS-O, C-G-QS-BQ, and C-G-QS-R1. When juxtaposing the Evidence vectors it be-
comes apparent that although Disorder is lower than Neutral in all three control profiles, when
considered against Disorder and Neutral in MHD profiles, it is clear that Google’s QS for MHD
searchers contain more MHD indicators. It is evident that stimulus scores are more prevalent, with
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Fig. 5. Representation of stimuli for M-G-QS-O and C-G-QS-O. For illustration purposes, we omit
Objective, Disorder, and Neutral from the corresponding subliminal stimuli profile representation. It
emerges from this image that while both profiles have similar distribution scores, there are visible spikes
in the intensity of Negative, Anticipation, Fear, Joy, Sadness, Trust, Negative, Depression-Forum, and
Anxiety-Forum.

Table 2. Subliminal Stimuli Profiles of QS Generated by Bing

Blue indicates significant differences between MHD profiles and their corresponding control counterparts (p < 0.01).

the exception of Objective and Neutral, in profiles associated with MHD searchers, i.e., scores
in the control profiles are statistically significantly lower than those of the corresponding MHD
profile. Additionally, the Intensity vectors in the profiles of the control group come across as more
stable, i.e., there are less dramatic spikes in the control stimulus scores than those observed in
counterpart MHD profiles (see Figure 5). Comparing the Intensity vectors for MHD and control
group profiles enable us to spotlight that Anger, Fear, and Sadness are particularly high in QS
Google produces in response to MHD users. Interestingly, all the differences in scores in the Promi-

nence vector between MHD and control profiles, excluding Depression-Forum, exhibit at least a
10-fold increase for MHD users over control group users. Moreover, Sadness is 4 times higher for
MHD users than our control. These last two trends evidence that there is a major difference in the
terminology presented to MHD searchers. A key insight emerging by analyzing the profiles from
the control group is that they have the same elevated scores for Joy and Trust we see in the MHD
profiles but not in Negative, adding credence to our argument on the discrepancy being due to
the word-independence assumption of the approach for intensity estimation.

We also examine the subliminal stimuli of QS produced by Bing by looking at the stimuli dis-
tribution in the profiles captured in Table 2. We observe a significant decrease in the strength
of Objective and Neutral when aggregating QS samples by-query (M-B-QS-BQ) as opposed to
overall (M-B-QS-O), except for Negative and Disorder, which significantly increases. Contrasting
M-B-QS-R1 with M-B-QS-O and M-B-QS-R1 with M-B-QS-BQ, there is a significant decrease in
Neutral and significant increases in Fear, Sadness, and Disorder. These findings indicate that
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the first-ranked QS for Bing is the most stimulating. To bring into perspective the diverse stim-
ulus MHD users experience, we juxtapose the profiles of QS presented to MHD searchers versus
those shown to the control group. There is a proportionally large disparity between the stimulus
scores in the Intensity vector in the control group profiles and those on MHD profiles. Disorder
scores are lower in control group profiles, suggesting that MHD writing styles are not necessarily
common among QS presented to traditional searchers. We also note that regardless of the aggrega-
tion strategy there are substantial gaps in Prominence vector scores of the control group stimulus
profiles when compared to their respective MHD profiles. Notably, all changes observed between
MHD profiles and respective control counterparts are statistically significant.

Scrutinizing QS profiles from Google and Bing in tandem, we see that regardless of aggrega-
tion strategy, the range between Positive and Negative, as well as Disorder and Neutral, are
wider for Bing than they are for Google. From the computed stimulus scores, it emerges that Bing’s
QS produced for MHD users are more cynical and embody more MHD indicators than Google’s.
When comparing M-B-QS-O, M-B-QS-BQ, and M-B-QS-R1 with C-B-QS-O, C-B-QS-BQ, and C-B-
QS-R1, respectively, there are not as big of a divergence in the scores between MHD and control
for the Prominence vector for Bing, as we note for Google. Still, the differences in the Prominence

vector scores are still at least 7 times larger between Bing’s MHD and the counterpart control
profiles. QS contain more terminology related MHD for MHD users but not as much as Google’s
QS. The disparity between the scores of MHD and traditional profiles for the Prominence vectors
persists, regardless of the SE considered, prompting us to reflect on possible causes. To an extent,
the disparity makes sense, as many of the terms in the lexicon used to compute the Intensity vec-
tor components, overlap in the language used by both MHD and traditional users. However, the
vocabulary used in Prominence is tailored to the symptoms people with MHD experience that neu-
rotypical individuals would not. Thus, seeing a large gap between the MHD and control profiles
for Prominence is not unexpected.

The subliminal stimulus of QS produced by both SE have increased levels of Anger, Fear, and
Sadness for MHD users when compared to the scores of other emotions, even more so when
considering the emotion scores observed in the QS presented to traditional users. Being exposed to
these bleak emotions, which are particularly prominent among top QS, could be quite damaging to
users who are already in a sub-optimal head space, by triggering emotions or coping mechanisms
that may be unhealthy for said users [30, 40].

4.1.2 The Hidden Messages of SERP. We shift our attention to the subliminal stimuli conveyed
by SERP for Google and Bing. Focusing on Google’s SERP (Table 3), when compared with M-
G-SERP-O and M-G-SERP-BQ, we observe in M-G-SERP-R1 a significant decrease in Disorder,
as well as an increase in Neutral. While not statistically significant, changes in Anticipation
and Disgust have noticeable increases for rank-1 profiles. The high scores for Disgust and
Anticipation on snippets positioned at the top of SERP, could be a concern as the first thing
MHD users see on a SERP, Disgust and Anticipation could be a catalyst for unexpected be-
havior [27]. This is why we examine top snippets in SERP more in depth. From the profiles of
first-ranked snippets, which have high scores in both Disgust and Anticipation, we note that
the majority discuss topics about sickness, sufferings, illness, stigmas, and even suicide. While
suicide has a stigma surrounding it, perpetuating that stigma to users with MHD could be dam-
aging, as these users are known to struggle with suicidal ideations [52]. Examining MHD profiles
for Bing’s SERP in Table 4, we see an increase in bleak stimuli for top SERP snippets. In addition
to Disgust and Anticipation, we find that Anger, Fear, Sadness, and Depression-Forum have
significant increases over M-B-SERP-O and M-B-SERP-BQ. We further dive into what could be
causing these bleak stimuli by probing sample top snippets from SERP in M-B-SERP-R1. We find
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Table 3. Subliminal Stimuli Profiles of SERP Generated by Google

Blue indicates significant differences between MHD profiles and their corresponding control counterparts (p < 0.01);
bold (p < 0.05).

Table 4. Subliminal Stimuli Profiles of SERP Generated by Bing

Blue indicates significant differences between MHD profiles and their corresponding control counterparts (p < 0.01).

that snippets tend to address topics like anxiousness, decision-making, and nervousness. These
topics align with anxiety, implying that Bing could perpetuate anxiety by presenting MHD users
who are already sensitive to such feelings snippets at the top of the page that convey a plethora
of agitating emotions.

In general, the subliminal profiles responding to MHD users have proportionally higher scores
with SERP produced by Bing than Google, leading us to believe that Bing’s SERP are more stim-
ulating than Google’s for users with MHD. Other emerging trends bring to light that SERP have
slightly higher Positive scores than Negative scores that we did not expect given the higher
bleak emotions we saw in the Emotion vector. Interestingly, the inverse is true for Positive and
Negative score for the MHD profiles in Section 4.1.1. Consequently, we cannot attribute the ele-
vated Joy and Trust, which are present in the MHD SERP profiles for both SE, to the negation of
happy terms. Coupled with the fact that Sadness is no longer among the stimuli with the high-
est scores in the Emotion vector for MHD profiles, SERP are less unbalanced when it comes to
contradicting stimuli; in fact, SERP may be more upbeat than QS. Furthermore, the difference in
score distributions between the MHD and control profiles is substantial but is less so than it was in
Section 4.1.1. For example, in Table 4 we see that there is no statistically significant decrease be-
tween M-B-SERP-R1 and C-B-SERP-R1 for Joy, i.e., Joy in the first ranked result on a SERP for
MHD users is more aligned to that displayed for traditional users, which was not evident in Sec-
tion 4.1.1. The subliminal stimuli for MHD and traditional searchers are more similar for SERP
than they are for QS.

Examining the gap between the stimulus in the SERP profiles of MHD and traditional users
for both SE, it seems that SERP are less stimulating than QS regardless of SE for both types of
users. The emotions Anger, Fear, and Sadness differ the most when comparing the SERP profiles
of MHD and traditional users. More upbeat emotions do seem to be presented to MHD users via
SERP, but the fact remains that MHD users are exposed to less than pleasant emotions just not as
predominately as they would when interacting with QS.

4.1.3 The Essence of Retrieved Resources. Nearing the end of the information seeking journey,
searchers read through the content of clicked results. Retrieved resources result in longer text
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Table 5. Subliminal Stimuli Profiles of RR Generated by Google

Blue indicates significant differences between MHD profiles and their corresponding control counterparts (p < 0.01);
bold (p < 0.05).

Table 6. Subliminal Stimuli Profiles of RR Generated by Bing

Blue indicates significant differences between MHD profiles and their corresponding control counterparts (p < 0.01).

samples than QS or snippets. Consequently, we would expect them to contain a broader range
of stimulus. We first examine resources retrieved by Google. We inspect M-G-RR-O, M-G-RR-BQ,
and M-G-RR-R1, along with the corresponding control profiles, C-G-RR-O, C-G-RR-BQ, and C-G-
RR-R1 (in Table 5). In the MHD profiles of RR, we observe that the stimuli Joy and Trust have the
highest scores when compared to the other stimuli in the Emotion vector. For the Sentiment vector,
Positive is larger than Negative, which aligns with our findings on the Emotion vector. When
considering M-G-RR-R1, Anticipation, Joy, and Anxiety-Forum have significant decreases be-
tween M-G-RR-R1 and M-G-RR-O, as well as an increase in Negative. Further, Anticipation
and Anxiety-Forum have significant decreases between the profiles averaged by rank-1 (M-G-RR-
R1) and by-query (M-G-RR-BQ). When contrasting the MHD user and control profiles for RR all
observed differences in stimulus scores are significant.

In the juxtaposition of Bing’s profiles of RR for MHD and traditional searchers in Table 6, we note
that, excluding the difference in Joy between M-B-RR-R1 and C-B-RR-R1 that are not significant,
all other divergences across counterpart profiles are significant. When comparing the first ranked
RR to the other aggregation strategies, we see significant decreases in Joy, Trust, and Disorder as
well as an increase in Neutral. In the MHD profiles, Anticipation, Joy, and Trust have elevated
levels over the other stimuli in the Emotion vector.

While Google and Bing have overlapping trends in the stimuli of RR, Bing has higher stimulus
levels and a spike in Anticipation that it is not visible among Google’s RR. Neither Google’s
nor Bing’s first-ranked RR have higher scores in stimulus than those reported among top-10 RR, a
departure from what we saw for QS and snippets. Overall, in spite of the few reported variations of
stimuli, for the most part, RR follow the same trends as those seen for QS and SERP in Sections 4.1.1
and 4.1.2, respectively.

4.2 RQ2: How Do Subliminal Stimulus of SE Responses Indirectly Change through the
ISP for MHD Users?

From a search query that initiates the search process it is possible to infer the affect and any MHD
indicators that users disclose to a SE via the language they use when expressing their information
needs [74, 81]. SE are an outside source of stimuli, which MHD users are known to be susceptible
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to [5, 30, 40]. We posit that if SE were to produce responses that diverge from the original stimulus
derived from users’ queries, then it would be possible for SE to indirectly impact users’ decision-
making process and emotional state of being [27, 65, 88]. In turn, this could inadvertently alter
these users’ information seeking journeys. Given the opportunities that SE have to influence users
throughout the ISP, we need to fully understand the subliminal stimuli of SE responses and their
potential repercussion on searchers. Thus, we scrutinize if and how stimuli from SE responses
fluctuate in affective tone and MHD language usage.

Consider a user seeking for an entertainer for a child’s birthday party using the query “clowns.”
In response to this query, Google produces QS ranging from “clowns scary” to “killer klowns from
outer space” to “clowns for hire.” The query itself could be perceived as “happy,” whereas the QS
have an overall feeling of “fear.” Further, the first SERP result for this query has the Wikipedia entry
for clown as its top result. The very next result, however, is “10 famous clowns: from comical to
creepy.” The third result is from the news site CNN with the title “What’s with all the clowns
everywhere?” The title and snippet read as inquisitive, but upon inspection of the article itself, the
resource contains a picture of a clown holding a machete and words like “panic,” “threats,” and
“creepiness.” What started as a benign task quickly turned horrifying in a few clicks. This example
showcases that the affect of original queries do not always match that indirectly portrayed from
SE responses through the ISP.

To investigate the divergence in stimuli across the ISP stages, we start by inspecting the profiles
generated for user queries, as described in Section 3.4. To refer to these profiles, we use a similar
naming convention as the one introduced in Section 3.3 for profiles of SE responses but with
only three letters: {M, C}-{Q}-{O}. We then contrast the profiles of adjacent ISP stages to observe
fluctuations that can occur from the initiation of a search to the presentation of RR. Specifically,
we compare (i) the stimulus profiles of users’ queries with respect to the corresponding profiles
originating from QS, (ii) the stimulus profiles of users’ queries with respect to the profiles elicited
from the equivalent SERP, and (iii) the stimulus profiles of the collected SERP with respect to the
profiles generated from the respective RR. Much like we did in our empirical analysis for RQ1
(in Section 4.1), we also consider the profiles of queries and SE responses related to traditional
searchers (control group) to spur the discovery of any trends visibly only along the information
seeking journey of MHD searchers. In the analysis reported in Section 4.1, we did not see many
variations among the stimuli of profiles using different aggregations strategies. Consequently, we
only focus on the profiles generated using overall as the aggregation strategy. Whenever merited,
we do point out notable developments resulting from profiles generated using either by-query or
rank-1 aggregation strategies. A high-level depiction of fluctuation trends observed across the ISP
for MHD and traditional searchers using both Google and Bing is captured in Figure 6.

4.2.1 From Queries to Query Suggestions. To establish the stimulus manifested from users’
queries, we turn to the query profiles in Table 7. From M-Q-O, we see that their queries dis-
close higher score for Negative than Positive sentiments; there are also spikes in Anticipation,
Fear, Joy, Sadness, and Trust in the Emotion vector. Comparing M-Q-O and C-Q-O, we observe
a statistically significant difference in stimuli between MHD and traditional users queries. When
comparing the Prominence vectors of MHD and control searchers, we perceive at least a 20-fold
increase in vector component scores between MHD and control profiles, with the exception of
Depression-Forum, which is only 4 times larger. Additionally, the components of the Evidence

vector for control are at least 10-fold larger than their MHD counterparts. C-Q-O has a lower
Negative than Positive, which is the opposite of what we saw in M-Q-O. As variations between
M-Q-O and C-Q-O are statistically significant and there are large differences in MHD indicators, it
is visible that MHD users start their information seeking journey in a very different state of mind
than traditional users.
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Fig. 6. Subliminal stimulus trends across the ISP for Google and Bing. Blue trend lines (top) refer to MHD
searchers, and orange for the control group (bottom). Points along trend lines represent, from left to right,
Q, QS, SERP, and RR.

Table 7. Subliminal Stimuli Profiles of Q

Blue indicates significant sifferences across MHD and control profiles (p < 0.01).

To gauge whether the stimulus from QS produced by SE diverge from the stimulus conveyed in
users’ queries, we examine the profiles for users’ queries vs. those for associated QS generated by
Google or Bing. Starting with Google, from M-Q-O and M-G-QS-O in Table 8 we observe that differ-
ences in scores in the profiles for QS vs. Q are statistically significant except for Anxiety-Survey
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Table 8. Subliminal Stimuli Profile of Q along with Counterpart Profile for QS Generated by Google

Blue indicates that profile components in Q differ significantly from the respective ones in QS (p < 0.01).

and Positive. All scores in M-G-QS-O, except Objective and Disorder, decrease when com-
pared to their counterparts in M-Q-O, but M-G-QS-O still has a similar distribution of scores in
M-Q-O. We notice that the stimulus scores in M-G-QS-R1 are closer to those of M-Q-O, meaning
the top-ranked QS is the closest to the affect of a user’s query. This shows that while matching the
stimuli of the queries of MHD users, Google mutes the stimulus potency.

The tempering of stimuli from M-Q-O to M-G-QS-O could be the norm for Google, i.e., observed
also among Q to QS transitions among traditional users. We explore distribution trends between
C-Q-O and C-G-QS-O (i.e., profiles for the control group) seeking to confirm if they remain the
same as the ones detected for MHD searchers. From Table 9, it is apparent that the profile scores
that significantly differ are Objective and Disorder, which decrease, as well as Neutral, which
increases. The profile scores in C-Q-O, except for Positive, Negative, Trust, Depression-Forum,
and Neutral increase when compared to scores computed for C-G-QS-O. The magnitude of these
increases, however, is far less than those observed between M-Q-O and M-G-QS-O. For instance,
between C-Q-O and C-G-QS-O there are slight but not significant or simply no changes in Sadness,
Surprise, Depression-Survey, Anxiety-Survey, and Anxiety-Forum, a phenomena not seen
between M-Q-O and M-QS-O. In the end, the shift in stimuli from Q to QS in Google are not
typical, as there are differences in the stimuli SE response convey to MHD versus control users,
with the affect from MHD queries deadening in the stimulus QS profile.

By comparing M-Q-O and M-B-QS-O profiles (in Table 9), we look for possible shifts in the stim-
ulus that users communicate via their queries vs. the stimulus of Bing’s QS. One key dissimilarity
from M-Q-O to M-B-QS-O is the significant decrease in Anxiety-Survey; this is something not
observed in Google’s transitions from Q to QS. Looking at the remaining profile scores, we see
many of the same trends identified when comparing M-Q-O and M-G-QS-O. M-B-QS-O has lower
stimulus scores than M-Q-O but still maintains the general pattern of stimuli scores observed in
M-Q-O. Collectively, it appears that, much like Google, the subliminal stimulus in Bing’s QS align
with affect in users’ queries but dampens the stimulus strength. We again turn to our control group,
via C-Q-O and C-B-QS-O, to assess if the QS produced for MHD users have different stimulus than
those generated for traditional users. There are significant changes between C-Q-O and C-B-QS-
O for the Evidence vector. The differences noted between traditional Q and QS on Bing, however,
mimic those observed in Google, with the only exception being Google’s QS have a decrease in
Objective but no increase in Negative. While it appears that the diminishing of stimuli is not
the norm for Bing’s QS, it is more common than it is for Google’s QS.

Based on our comparison of Q and QS, we note that distributions of stimuli on QS profiles for
both SE align with those for users’ queries but dull the stimulus potency. The divergence from
users’ expressed affect and MHD indicators could alter how users interact with the SE. If users
submit very emotionally charged queries and the offered suggestions are less emotional, then users
could lean toward QS influenced by the emotion dimension of relevance and choose one that is
not necessarily the one that best captures their search intent (a phenomena well-documented in
emotion-aware recommender system literature [60]). We surmise that by dulling the stimulus in
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Table 9. Subliminal Stimulus Profile of Q along with the Counterpart Profile
for QS Generated by Bing

Blue indicates significant differences of profile components for Q with respect to QS (p < 0.01); bold (p < 0.05).

Table 10. Subliminal Stimulus Profile of Q along with the Counterpart Profile
for SERP Generated by Google

Blue indicates significant differences of profile components for Q with respect to SERP (p < 0.01).

Table 11. Subliminal Stimulus Profile of Q along with the Counterpart Profile for SERP Generated by Bing

Blue indicates significant differences of profile components for Q with respect to SERP (p < 0.01); bold (p < 0.05).

QS the SE could keep MHD users from finding support (e.g., song lyrics they find comforting) or
instead lead them astray toward results that contain triggers for their MHD.

4.2.2 From Queries to SERP. We next peruse the transition from queries to SERP by comparing
M-Q-O to M-G-SERP-O (Table 10). We see a significant decrease in all stimuli except for Objective
and Neutral, which increase. There is a noticeable gap between the scores of the stimulus of M-
Q-O and M-G-SERP-O, implying that the stimulus Google conveys to MHD users with its SERP
diverges from the stimulus of corresponding search queries. When considering Bing’s SERP gener-
ated from users’ queries (M-B-SERP-O, cf. C-B-SERP-O in Table 11), emerging trends for the most
part closely resemble Google’s. When comparing M-B-SERP-O and M-Q-O, all changes in stimu-
lus scores are statistically significant, except Positive and Negative. Both Google’s and Bing’s
SERP display similar stimuli to the MHD users’ queries prompting the SERP, but the strength with
which they appear is greatly diminished from the users’ original affect, which causes a disparity
between users’ mental states and the SE responses.

We study C-Q-O and C-G-SERP-O, as well as C-Q-O and C-B-SERP-O, to study the stimuli
of the SERP presented to traditional versus MHD users. C-Q-O has significantly higher scores
than C-G-SERP-O for Positive, Negative, Anticipation, Joy, Trust, Depression-Survey,
Depression-Forum, Anxiety-Forum, and Neutral; it also has lower scores for Objective, Anger,
Fear, Sadness, and Disorder. These changes deviate heavily from the variations we detect be-
tween M-Q-O to M-G-SERP-O in the number of stimuli that had significant changes. The changes
to stimuli for MHD searches mostly decrease in stimulus scores, while for traditional searchers
bleak emotions decrease and upbeat ones increase. When exploring Bing’s responses to the control
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Table 12. Subliminal Stimuli Profiles of SERP and RR Generated by Google

Blue indicates significant sifferences between SERP and RR (p < 0.01); bold indicates (p < 0.05).

Table 13. Subliminal Stimuli Profiles of SERP and RR Generated by Bing

Blue indicates significant differences between SERP and RR (p < 0.01).

group we see that with the exception of Disgust, Surprise, and Anxiety-Survey, all modifica-
tions in stimulus are statistically significant for C-Q-O vs. C-B-SERP-O. Additionally, we see the
same elevation of upbeat and decrease of bleak emotions in Bing that was present in Google.

From findings arising as a result of analyzing transitions in stimulus from queries to SERP on
MHD and control profiles, we deduce that both SE produce SERP with dissimilar stimulus from
queries for both MHD and traditional searchers. However, the specific fluctuations in stimuli from
Q to SERP depend upon the user who initiates the search process. In the case of traditional users,
SERP are more upbeat and less bleak than the originating queries, resulting in a SERP that con-
veys emotional stability. Instead, for MHD users, SERP stimuli are deadened in respect to those
encapsulated in their queries, thus causing spikes in bleak stimuli in SERP to stand out more.
To illustrate the difference in the change in stimulus between queries and SERP for MHD and
traditional users, think about queries as dark humor: they are bleak but kind of funny. If a bit
of dark and funny is removed from dark humor, then all that is left is a mildly dark statement,
which is equivalent to the SERP generated from the original query. We infer that this could leave
MHD users in a very different place emotionally than when they start their information seeking
journey.

4.2.3 From SERP to RR. As previously stated, the subliminal stimulus of QS and SERP are
known to mutate the affect and MHD indicators users express in their queries. We have not consid-
ered, however, how SE express the stimuli of web content through SERP. To investigate potential
variations in stimuli from SERP snippets to the RR they represent, we compare Google’s SERP
and RR profiles (M-G-SERP-O and M-G-RR-O, respectively in Table 12). except for Objective and
Neutral, we see significant decreases in stimulus between SERP and RR for MHD users. When
considering Bing (M-B-SERP-O vs. M-B-RR-O in Table 13), we see a very similar trend as with
Google’s SERP and RR. However, we do note that Bing does not have a significant change in
Depression-Survey and has a larger gap in the score for Positive between RR and SERP than
Google does. The gap in stimulus between SERP and RR implies that regardless of the SE, SERP
amplify the stimulus arising from RR for MHD users, which can be problematic when MHD users
click on resources on emotional subjects as there is a gap between the expectation and reality in
terms of stimuli of results.

Consider C-G-SERP-O and C-G-RR-O. It is evident that there are more stimuli for which
variations are not significant (Fear, Sadness, Trust, Anxiety-Survey, and Disorder) when
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comparing with MHD users profiles. Additionally, the magnitude of changes between SERP
and RR profiles are smaller for traditional than for MHD users. When examining C-B-SERP-O
and C-B-RR-O, we see fewer variations, with Sadness, Surprise, and Anxiety-Survey not
significantly changing, as well as a difference in the expanse in changes between SERP and RR
for MHD vs. traditional users. We also see that the different aggregation strategies vary in how
many scores have significant changes, with overall having the most changes and by-query having
the least. Largely, there are fewer discrepancies between RR and their SERP representations for
traditional users than there are for MHD users; in general, SERP are more representative of RR
when responding to traditional users.

SERP display a heightened level of the stimuli with respect to that conveyed in RR; more so for
RR responding to MHD users than traditional ones. Consider the query “trypophobia” (related to
the fear of clusters of small holes). For a user looking for information about the phobia, a SERP
snippet where the stimuli does not match that of the corresponding RR may not be a concern.
Contrarily, individuals experiencing said phobia and turning to a SE to look for support may be
drawn to snippets with high levels of fear in the hopes of finding validation of their experiences.
Unfortunately, there exists pages displaying content mocking the phobia that could contain trig-
gering terminology; if these resources are misrepresented on their snippet, then they may draw
the attention of users with the phobia and trigger them. In this case, SE inadvertently emulate the
actions of clickbait rather than acting as an unbiased provider of relevant resources. Alternatively,
a SERP snippet that has high stimuli for the corresponding RR could deter MHD users from click-
ing on that resource, due to the fear of encountering triggers, even though the RR is relevant to
their information needs.

4.3 Discussion

Outcomes from our analysis reveal several interesting phenomena that occur when MHD searchers
interact with SE (see illustrative trend highlights in Figures 4 and 6).

We first examined each of the ISP stages as snapshots (RQ1), evidencing that changes to stimu-
lus responses do transpire at all stages of the ISP. Further, studied SE respond to users with MHD
with elevated levels of Anger, Fear, and Sadness at all ISP stages, a departure from the changes
seen with the control users. These findings are concerning, as prolonged exposure to such cyni-
cal emotions can be damaging to the mental health of users with MHD [34]. Additionally, tradi-
tional searchers are not exposed to elevated levels of bleak emotions (Anger, Disgust, Fear, and
Sadness); they tend to be presented with more neutral stimulus, indicating that SE responses differ
depending on user type. How exaggerated cynical emotions become for MHD users varies across
ISP stages; most prominent in QS and the least in RR. The ranking position of a SE response impacts
the potency of stimuli conveyed to users: Top-ranked responses consistently display slightly more
intense emotions than those observed when averaging the intensity of the emotions of all alterna-
tives considered for QS, SERP, or RR. MHD users are then faced with cynical emotions on the first
response they see. This is something that cannot be overlooked if we consider that users will scan
through top results (snippets) to determine their relevance, yet being forced to read such snippets
could be harmful to users with MHD. While investigating into top-ranked responses, we noticed
that they could boost detrimental combinations of emotions; recall our dive into Anticipation
and Disgust in Section 4.1. We argue that this implies that top-ranked responses tend to lead to
or contain language related to topics that can be triggering for users with MHD. Exposing MHD
users to triggers causing unneeded strain on the already compromised mental health of MHD
searchers. Most of the observed trends apply to both Google and Bing; the latter often features
higher stimulus scores.
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Information seeking stages are not isolated, they are part of a process. This impelled us to turn
our attention to how stimuli explicitly differ from one ISP stage to the next (RQ2). The emotions and
MHD indicators SE express throughout the ISP can influence the way users internalize information,
making it vital that we understand how the stimulus SE convey is altered from one stage to the next.
From our analysis of results related to RQ2 explorations, we see that stimulus gets progressively
more stable throughout the ISP, with RR having the most stable profiles among those generated
for different types of SE responses. Additionally, RR have the least differences between subliminal
stimulus profiles of traditional and MHD users when compared to QS and SERP. Still, users with
MHD are presented with proportionally higher cynical emotions than the control counterparts in
RR. Moreover, it emerges that the affect in a user’s original query gets distorted gradually over
the ISP. The stimuli inferred for traditional users’ queries are stabilized through SE responses, but
for MHD users their expressed affect and MHD indicators are instead dampened. To illustrate
this phenomenon, visualize a funhouse mirror that reflexs back what is in front of it, returning a
distorted vision of what it saw. In response to their queries, traditional users receive a more stable
version of what they started with. Unfortunately, MHD users see an image with less contrast,
the dark is not so dark, but the brights are also not as bright. The funhouse mirror effect can be
especially troubling when MHD users seek some form of validation through SE, as rather than
finding resources presented in a similar mindset, they find placating versions of their emotions.

Insights gained from analysis associated with RQ1 and RQ2 have enabled us to describe a cur-
rent snapshot of how Google and Bing handle inquiries initiated by MHD searchers, progressing
forward in answering the question: How do SE respond to users with MHD? We encapsulate the
direct possible implications in a real-world scenario, with the following example:

Consider a search session initiated by a user named Kristoff, who has a major depressive disorder.

From RQ2 we know that Kristoff’s query is likely to portray high levels of fear and sadness,

as well as depressed terminology and other MHD indicators. The first SE response Kristoff is

exposed to is QS, which we know from RQ2 will have similar but diluted emotions to his query

as well as less MHD terminology but it will still be rather present. We also know from RQ1

that the QS will have elevated levels of anticipation on top of the emotions already present

from Kristoff’s query and the first QS he is met with will be the most stimulating. It is possible

that, based on our findings, Kristoff is subjected to new emotions and varying terms associated

with MHD than when he started the search session. The SE propagating MHD-indicative terms

introduces a new issue. One of the most stigmatized topics related to depression is suicide and

many individuals use SE for information on suicide [80]. Studies have demonstrated that the

portrayal of suicide in media and online content can increase suicide rates [16] as well as how

suicide-related information retrieved from SE can have either a positive or negative impact on

searchers [80]. Given that Kristoff has major depressive disorder, a disorder for which thoughts

of suicide is a symptom [5], our findings coupled with those from the aforementioned studies

suggest that by projecting MHD indicators to MHD users, SE can exacerbate some symptoms

of MHD, in the case of Kristoff suicidal tendencies. After Kristoff has finalized his query and

moved to SERP, we know from RQ1 and RQ2 that he will be met again with a snippet at the

top of the SERP that has the highest levels of emotions carried over from QS, compared to the

rest of the page. Along with dulling of emotions from what he experienced in QS, the change in

the portion of MHD terms changes. Once Kristoff, who likely had his decision-making process

altered due to the shifting of emotions [85], selects a RR based on a snippet, he will move to a

RR. From RQ2 we know that the RR will have diluted emotions from what the snippet presented

on the SERP, which if Kristoff had picked the RR expecting it to have the same level of emotions

as displayed as on the SERP he may be disappointed. At the end of Kristoff’s search session, he
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may or not have found what he was looking for. Still, he has been exposed to a variety of affects

and MHD indicators, which could exacerbate the symptoms of his MHD or change his current

state of mind.

With our example, which takes empirical findings from theory to practice, we aimed to not only
convey how SE respond to users with MHD but also show the possible consequences of MHD users
interacting with a persuasive technology like SE. In the process, we have uncovered important
knowledge gaps that researchers in the Information Retrieval community should leverage in their
quest to improve search systems that better serve all user groups, not just traditional ones.

5 CONCLUSION, LIMITATIONS, AND FUTURE WORK

In this manuscript, we discuss the empirical analysis we conducted to understand how Google and
Bing respond to users with anxiety and depression. We use affect and MHD indicators as lenses
driving our exploration. Specifically, we scrutinize the subliminal stimulus that each SE under
study portrays at different stages of the ISP, as well as how stimuli fluctuate from one stage to
another. Along the way, we consider the subliminal stimulus SE present to traditional users, i.e.,
“average” searchers for whom SE are designed, who serve as a control group. This enables us to
put into perspective if the subliminal stimulus of SE responses are the result of the SE algorithmic
design or if they correlate with the user group that initiates the search session.

Some of the outcomes emerging from our analysis were anticipated due to the affect and lan-
guage associated with the MHD under study. Still, the vast majority of the findings arising from
our empirical explorations reveal new insights into the subliminal stimulus of SE. Most notably,
the stimulus presented to users with MHD has bleak affects and MHD indicators are elevated when
initiating a search and then decline throughout the ISP. The same is not mirrored in responses to
traditional users, as the stimuli SE convey to them is more balanced emotionally and contains far
fewer indicators of MHD. Our findings also indicate that first-ranked text samples (be that query
suggestions, snippets, and retrieved resources) are the most stimulating at every stage of the ISP
when compared to the text of top-10 responses. Therefore, the very first response users see is the
most stimulating and the most likely to alter users’ state of mind.

To the best of our knowledge, the analysis we presented in this work is novel; even though lit-
erature exists that examine the affect response of SE responses, it is solely focused on traditional
users. Instead, we advance knowledge by considering MHD users, MHD indicators, and all stages
of the ISP. Presented results align with prior research highlighting the sentiment and emotions of
SE results when responding to traditional users. The subliminal stimulus profiles of Bing’s SERP
convey to traditional users echo those described in Reference [39]. Moreover, our study extends
that of Kazai et al. [39], who create emotional profiles of SE for traditional searchers, by includ-
ing MHD indicators and emotions, as well as considering additional SE functionality and other
commercial SE. Lessons learned from the presented analysis are in line with those demonstrated
by Landoni et al. [42], who examined the affect of SE responses to children, regarding the need for
considering the SE design and evaluating the affective dimension.

Using the knowledge gained for this work, the Information Retrieval (IR) community could
expand its look into demographic factors in search systems—past age and gender, which are al-
ready prevalent in the literature [55]. Our preliminary findings emphasize the value of consider-
ing searchers with MHD and their needs in the design, development, and evaluation of search
tools. Given how in vogue, and justifiably so, research pertaining to fairness in artificial intelli-
gence is [14, 31], it is expected for more research to focus on the algorithmic side of SE for MHD
searchers. Particularly as efforts thus far have primarily showcased biases of gender [12], or even
clinical terms [91], in the text but little attention has been paid to MHD or text specific to SE,
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which is worrying in light of the outcomes and implications enumerated in this work. Based on
the results of our analysis, the terminology used by MHD searchers must become part of search
algorithms so as to address terminology and other language triggers of MHD users. The emotional
component is one of the many that can spur search inquires [83], and from our results, it seems
that MHD indicators can also be a driving force in motivating inquires, given the prominence of
MHD indicators in our MHD user queries. Additionally, studies into the role that SE response
stimuli play in influencing users’ behavior, are limited [3]. Our analysis can act as a first step in
propelling forward research on SE and user behavior on an emotional level. From a theoretical
perspective, what we have observed in terms of emotions in the ISP aligns with the idea set forth
by Kuhlthau [41]: Affect does matter throughout ISP stages. Leveraging lessons learned from our
study, future studies could expand theoretical ISP frameworks by integrating more stimuli cues
from both a system and user perspective. Further, our work has implications on the necessity to
update how the IR community defines information need and search intent. Both these core con-
cepts could be extended to include an affective dimension, or even an MHD indicator dimension,
as emotions impact the decision-making of users thus altering their needs as well as intentions in
search sessions, it is clear that SE convey emotions to users consistently.

As with any research study, we identify some limitations. Although we consider the two most
popular commercial SE, they are not the only ones MHD searchers turn to. Thus, future work
includes conducting a similar analysis based on different languages and locations, as MHD are
expressed and treated differently in other cultures. We also aim to extend the analysis to other
forms of MHD, like users affected by post-traumatic stress disorder who could also be exposed to
harmful stimuli through SE responses, as there is no guarantee that responses would be the same
across MHD, it is important to examine beyond depression and anxiety. We also know from clini-
cal psychology that how MHD present in children is different from adults, so considering children
is another path for future exploration. One of the hurdles to expanding the current exploration is
data. We created synthetic query logs to enable analysis. While standard in this type of work, the
manner in which queries are generated (e.g., using word lists, query auto completion, and phrase
extraction from social platforms, as we do in this work) can and does impact the data collection
process. For this reason, it would be worth dedicating resources to collecting real query logs from
users. This would provide more fine-grained information, like click-through and query reformu-
lation, that can be used for interpreting how SE respond to users. Surveying users would also
open the door for investigations into how users are affected by SE. Additionally, lexicons built for
our analysis cannot encompass every aspect of MHD, which lead us to rely on natural language
processing strategies as well. While the lexicon-based strategies we adopt resemble those common
among scholarly works analyzing social media, they are not state-of-the-art among research devel-
opments in natural language processing. However, existing strategies for detecting MHD in users
using persuasive technologies are generally designed and trained with social media platforms in
mind, which differ heavily from how users utilize SE. Thus, future explorations of MHD detec-
tion strategies for SE, specifically ones that do not require query logs as that data is not always
available, are another possible avenue for future research.

Reflecting on the outcomes of our empirical analysis, we unearthed open research directions. Is
the way SE respond ‘good’ for users with MHD? How should SE respond to these users? Most of
our profiles had significant changes between MHD and traditional users, still, do users notice the
changes in the stimuli presented to them? SE are the first place most people turn to for information
about almost anything. What if a user with a MHD searches for information related to their symp-
toms and they are met with triggering information or given access to ideas that could ultimately
lead them to harm themselves? SE use has in a way removed the stopgap between people and
harmful information, as people used to have to talk to someone to get it, who in turn could act and
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redirect a person in an attempt to help them. The only stopgap that exists for SE is the suicide
prevention hotline that appears when a query directly references the harming of one’s self. While
providing the hotline shows an effort it does not account for any other indicators that a user is
suffering.

SE have neither the capacity to alleviate the anxiety or depression (or any other MHD for that
matter) users are afflicted by nor prevent searchers from ending their lives just by the inherent
nature of the results or suggestions SE present if that is what these searchers truly wish. Never-
theless, it is our duty as researchers to do what we can to support the users our algorithms serve.
We aspire for this work to set the foundation for more research into SE and MHD users.
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